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Early Letters and Handstamps
1768-96 E.L. (8) to Madeira, two with Captain's names, one via London, the last
1/- rate, one “per post” to Kingston from St. Marys
1772-1802 Z to Madeira (4) or London (2) by the packets Grantham,
Hillsborough, Thynne, Speedy, Vigilant and Princess Elizabeth, with h.s.
IAMAICA ** (J2), JAMAICA (4) * to ***, (J1) and two line d.s. * (J5) the last with
rare ROBINS/RIVER * (T1), rates 4N, IN (4) and the last “lnld p. I/ 3, 1 / 10” Note:
The Robins River, chronicled by Foster as unique, is the second example 27
October 1801
1772 E.L. to Madeira p. Capt. Hantz with mss. forwarding agents endorsement of
Willing & Morris, Philadelphia
1778 E.L. to London with DOVER/SHIP LRE ** to ***, h.s. In all + 1N4, also 1783
E.L. to Madeira By the Ardent Man of War, PORTSMOUTH/SHIP-LRE ***, rate
IN4
1779-84 E.L. (3) to Madeira (2) or London, all by the packet, rate IN, with three
different IAMAICA or JAMAICA, two *** (one across letter join), one *, two have
London Bishop Marks
1779 and 1780 E.L. (2) to Madeira via London, both with JAMAICA (J1) *** and
**, and Bishop marks, rates 2N and IN
1780-85 E.L. (3) to Madeira, all via London with Bishop marks. two JAMAICA *
and ** (J1) (one just split by letter join); two IN rate
1801-17 E.L. to London (2) and Madeira, the first from Montego Bay and put in
the Two-Penny Post Lombard St. (W. no. 216) with h s. 2, fine red oval d.s. on
reverse; 1804 from Spanish Town By pkt., rate 1/10, light but clear JAMAICA/19
MAY 1804 on reverse; 1817 to Madeira from Kingston packet Paid 2/1 1, light
but clear Jamaica c.d.s. on reverse, local delivery 40 (reis)
1802 E.L. (2) to Madeira, both forwarded by James Duff of the Jamaica Coffee
House, London, one charged IN with oval Ship Lre PLYMOUTH DOCK ** on
reverse, the other By his Majesty's Ship Cerberus, charged 3/-, oval SHIP
LETTER/ PORTSMOUTH * to ** on obverse; 1810 E.L. to London p. H.M.S.
Crane, charged 1/2 and 2/7, fine red oval Ship Lre PYMOUTH DOCK *** on
obverse
1807-50 E.L. to Madeira (5) via London and Lisbon, four with British rates 2/4 (2),
1/6 or 5/8 rates, Portuguese rates 280+40, 240+40, 80, 160 (h.s.) and 480, one
endorsed “p. Brazil Packet Penguin”, the 1850 E.L. from “Duncan's Post Office”
endorsed “This letter was put in the office......... otherwise the postage would
have been exacted H.O.” and later “Subsequently paid Hy.B. P.M. 1/6” and ***.
JAMAICA PAID c.d.s. (PD5)
1819 E. (5) to U.K. with 1819 fleuron F4 variety SE 3 inverted, 1829 SPANISH
TOWN/JA (T3) ** split, 1829 K2a *, 1848 Black River P2a *** split 1853 May Hill
P2a ** split + Spanish Town P2b **.
Letters from Post Towns and Villages
A selection of E.L. to Madeira (11) or London (1) including Bluefields 1802 with
oval Ship Letter DOVER * to ** and, Claremont 1817 By the lsabella from Anno.
Bay, Green Island 1795 p. packet, Lucea 1792, Montego Bay 1795, St. Elizabeth
With h S. INGLATERRA *** (Lisbon - charge 330 reis), St. George 1778, St,
Thomas 1768, Saxham To pay 1/6, Spanish Town 1788, Trelawny 1795 and
Vere 1803 p. packet, two forwarded by James Duff of the Jamaica Coffee House
Falmouth
1779-1846 E.L. (3) to Madeira, via London, charge IN with fine Bishop mark,
1834 via Falmouth (England) Pd 1/8 + 40 (reis) charge on arrival, 1846 via
London with red JAMAICA PAID c.d.s. ***, (PD5) 3/- and h.s. 160, fine
FALMOUTH/JAMAICA c.d.s. (P2a) split by letter join; 1810 and 1849 E.L. to
London, the first p. Packet, charge 2/-, large Jamaica fleuron (F2a) split by letter
join, the last charge 1/2, FALMOUTH -JAMAICA c.d.s. (P4) with that of Kingston
(K7) neatly superimposed
1779 and 1802 E.L. to Madeira, the last p. the Ship Medway via New York, with
forwarding agent's endorsement of Thomas Buchanan; 1905 E.L. to London p.
Man of War,-light impression of oval Ship Lre JAMAICA (SL1) on obverse,
charge 4/1802 and 1810 E.L. to Madeira with mss. endorsements of the New York
forwarding agents Thomas Buchanan and fames Watson Jr. respectively
Great Salt Pond

Est

Real

$75

50

$150

210

$100

100

$125

140

$100

140

$75

160

$75

65

$75

60

$200

210

$120

150

$70

45

$200

210

$125

120

$75

70

$75

95
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1781 E.L. to Madeira via London, small hole, By the Sandwich Packet, JAMAICA
(J4) ** and Bishop mark on reverse; 1787 as last but defect at top, trace of
SPANISII/TOWN (T1) and superb IAMAICA (J2) *** on reverse, both charged 1/1788-96 E.L. to Madeira (2) or London, all By Packet, all charged 1/-, the last
endorsed Returned to pay 1/6 Postage (London to Madeira). first and last have
SPANISH/TOWN (T1) small *** and large ***, the last with London d.s. superimposed
1792-1802 E.L. (4) to Madeira (3) or London, two charged 1/-, two 1/10, three By
packet, the first stained but with SPANISII/TOWN (T1 small) with London c.d.s.
superimposed, the second with (T1 large) ***, 1801 with Jamaica d.s. (J5)
forwarded by James Duff, Jamaica Coffee House, 1802 with SPANISHTOWN/JA (T3 earliest recorded date) ** split by letter join
Green Island
1796 E.L. to London p. Duke of Cumberland packet. charge 1/-, backstamped
IAMAICA *** (J2) across filing endorsement
Kingston
1764-1832 E.L. (4) to M4adeira with mss. forwarding agent's endorsements
Willing & Morris of New York (faults), Waeters (? N.Y.), Baring Bros. of London,
and R. W, Fox & Co. of Falmouth (England)
1764-1802 E.L. (4) to Madeira or London with 1770 P. the Dawkins Shipost (sic)
via London. In all IN4 and DOVER/SHIP LRE *** (crossed by filing crease); 1801
p. Egyptian IN, part oval Ship Lre LIVERPOOL; 1802 p. HMS Rosario 1N with
wet but *** impression of oval Ship Lre PLYMOUTH
1774-1846 E.L. (10) to Madeira (7) or London (3), endorsements include Swift
Packet, Paid 2/11. Treizt and Forth. Jamaica h.s. are type J1 **, J2 *** (2), Fl *,
F3 *, K2a **, K4 **, K6 *** (2), some split by letter join
1776-1857 E.L. to Madeira (1) and London (8), mostly packet letters, one P.
Katigaroo with red boxed PACKET- LETTER Jamaica h.s. are types J2 (narrow
M) ** to ***, (broad M) ***, K4 **, K5 **, K6 ***, K6a and K7
1780-1844 E.L. (6) to London, the Jamaica h.s. being J1**, J2 **, J4 *, K2a **, K4
* and K6 ***
1788-1847 E.L. to Madeira (2), Edinburgh (1) and London (1), one by the
Penelope Packet, the last by the Forth, handstamps include J2 *** (split), J5 and
K2a *
1814-42 to Madeira (2) and London (1), the first by H.M. Schr Mullet pd 2/11,
backstamped F3a **, the last endorsed p. Mail Steamer but put in the post at
Falmouth (England)
1821-47 E.L. to Madeira (4), the first with 2/7 prepaid and 40 reis collect, 1844
with type PD5 *** 2/10 + h.s. 160 delivery. 1848 PD6 * 2/10 + h.s. 160, the last
by the Thames. prepaid 1/10 + blue h.s. 160
Lucea
1794 E.L. to London p. Grantham Packet 1/-, 1803 E.L. to Madeira, 1807 E.L. to
London p. Duke of Marlborough Packet paid 2/6, backstamped LUCEA/JA T3
and Jamaica fleuron F1 *** (split)
Manchioneal
1769-1803 to Madeira (1) or London (3), the first p. Amity Hall In all 1N4 and faint
PORTSMOUTH/SHIP LRE, 1775 DEAL/SHIP LRE * to **, 1787
LIVERPOOL/SHIP LRE *, 1803 Ship Lre JAMAICA SL1 * to **
Montego Bay
1776 and 1808 E.L. to Madeira, the first with BRISTOL SHIP LRE **, and In all
1N5, the second with red PAID SHIP L.ETTER LONDON c.d.s. (W. M.23)
1796-1816 E.L. (4) to London showing the Jamaica h.s. types T1 *, J2 ***, F4 ***,
T3 ***, F4 ***
1822-48 E.L. (4) to Madeira, the first pd 2/7 + 40 (reis) collect, 1836 red PAID
GLASGOW 2/10 + 40 collect, 1839 p. Mount Stewart Elphitistone 160 (collect),
1848 1/10 paid + h.s, 160 collect
Morant Bay
1785 E.L, (soiled) to London p. the West Indian Capt. Raffles 9 and
DOVER/SHIP LRE (smudged); 1844-52 E.L. to Madeira (3) or London (3), the
Jamaica including PD5 (2, ** and ***), P2a (3, *, **, ***) and K7a (2, **) some
splitting
St. Ann
1787 and 1792 E.L. to Madeira and London, both by packet, the first with
IAMAICA *** over filing endorsement, the second delivered by the London Penny
Post St. George

Est
$50

Real
110

$125

130

$150

110

$75

60

$125

110

$125

90

$125

170

$175

160

$100
$100

80

$75

$75

45

$125

80

$100

65

$125

95

$125

150

$75

45

$100

$50

35
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1773-77 E.L. (2) to Madeira, the first with In all IN4 and DOVER/SHIP LRE * to **
the second (split at fold) p. pacquet IN with Bishop mark on obverse and reverse
St. Thomas
1770-1846 E.L. to Madeira (3) or London (1), 1776 By His Majesty's Ship Pallas
In all IN4 and PORTSMOUTH/SHIP, LRE ***, 1842 Bath P2a * (split),1846 p.
Teviot paid 3/8 @ 400 (reis) collect
Savanna La Mar
1803 E.L. to London packet 1/10, under the filing endorsement the third known
example of ROBINS RIVE(R) /JA *** type T3, alongside J6 *
Spanish Town
1767-86 E.L. (6) to Madeira (5) or London, with 1767 Inland Post p. paid 7½, IN,
p. Antelope Packet; 1775 Paid 1/3d + IN, or reverse IAMAICA (narrow M) J2 ** +
SPANISH/TOWN T1 *; 1779 By the Duke, of Cumberland packet IN with
JAMAICA JI **;1780 E.L. By Packet Paid 2/6. Returned from Maidenhead, POST
PAID twice (W. 19) **, IAMAICA (J2) ** twice on reverse, INGLATERRA * on
obverse; 1782 packet 3N; 1786 p. Lord Hood 1/-; also 1844 E.L. to London backstamped SPANISH TOWN JAMAICA (P2a) *** (split)
1778 and 1788 E.L. to Madeira, the first With SPANISH /TOWN (large T1) ** to
*** partially covered by the Bishop mark, the second Grantham Packet 1/- and
small, TI **
1779-89 E.L. to Madeira or London (2), the first p. Winchester and DEAL SHIP LRE (large) ***, 1787 p. the Augustus Caeser 5d, DEAL/SHIP I,RE (small) * to **;
1789 P. the Concord 9 and DOVER/SHIP LRE * to ***
1788-89 E.L. to Madeira, both 1/- packet letters, with SPANISH/TOWN (small
T1) ** to ***; 1806 E.L to Madeira, 2/- rate, forwarded by Duff of Jamaica Coffee
House, SPANISH TOWN/JA (T3a) (split)
1789 E.L. to Madeira By the packet 1/-, on the reverse SPANISH/TOWN (T1a)
superb; 1803 E.L. as last By pkt. 1/10 but with T3a ** (split)
Spring Mount
1803 E.L. to Madeira via Charlestown with mss, forwarding agents endorsement
of Imms & CO
Trelawny
1778-94 E.L. to Madeira (4), the first via PLY/MOUTH (unusual) In all IN4;
another 1778 In Land pd 7½. by the Thynne Packet, faint SPANISH/TOWN with
Bishop super-imposed and, JAMAICA (J1) 1794 E.L. (2) without endorsements
or h.s.
1780 E.L. to Madeira by the Packett IN, JAMAICA (J1) ** on reverse; 1789 E.L.
to London pd 1/3 no. 1, p. pacquet 1/-, handstamped MARTHA/BRAE (T1) * and
IAMAICA (J2) **
1782 E.L. to Madeira charge IN4, DEAL/SHIP LRE ***; 1788 and 1789 E.L. to
London, one p. Fortitude 5(d.) and DOVER/SHIP LRE **, the other p. Britatinia 6
POOL/SHIP LRE *
1785 E.L. to Madeira paid 1/3 (inland postage), By the Packett 1/- on reverse
MARTHA/BRAE (T1) light *** but very clear, and IAMAICA (J2) * to **
1860-63 Watermarked Pineapple
Overprinted Specimen
1d., 2d., 4d., 6d., all imperforate and 1/- (some perfs clipped) affixed to two
pieces and overprinted “SPECIMEN” (15 x 2.75 mm., type D2); 2d., 6d. and 1/affixed to piece each with one straight edge, similarly overprinted 15.5 x l.5 mm.,
type D5 and 3d. overprinted 15 x l.25, type D3; the first type dated 1860, the
second 1867 on reverse of the piece
1/ - with manuscript “Specimen”, inverted and reading from lower right, also
1883- 97 1d. rose, 2d. grey, 3d. and 6d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., 1900-01 both 1d.,
1903-04 ½d. to 5d. 1906-11 ½d. to 5/-, five values, and Q. V. 3d. to 2/-, six
values and Officials 1890-91 set of three, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” (type
D12), mainly fine. Cat. £320+. (28)
Issued Stamps
1d. rejoined pair and six singles, 2d. (2) 3d., 4d. (2), 6d. (2) and 1/- (3), mainly
selected for their shades and light cancels, three items have c.d.s., some slight
creases. Cat. £160
1870-83 Watermark Crown CC
Die Proofs
1d. in black, 1-1½ mm. margins
2/- and 5/- similar die proofs inset into thick card (59 x 49 mm.) and marked “III”
and “IV” respectively, the former with slight mark on face '
5/- similar die proof dated “25/6/74” on reverse, small mark on face

Est
$75

Real
65

$100

80

$350

260

$180

190

$125

140

$125

95

$100

100

$100

95

$50

90

$100

130

$100

85

$125

120

$150

200

$300

340

$275

400

$100

95

$60
$200

170

$100
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Issued Stamps
1d., 2d. and 6d. used on separate covers, also 1883-97 2d. rose pair and 3d.
used on two covers, 1891 2½d. used with postal fiscal ld. and 3d. (2) on cover
and postal , fiscal 1/- used on 1896 cover, three are registered, some faults
1887 Essays
2d. in mauve and green with details picked out in Chinese white, hand-painted
on card (29 x 39 mm) dated “NOV 8 87”.
2/- in mauve and carmine, a similar essay hand painted on piece of tracing paper
(72 x 92 mm.) lettered “B” and dated “Nov 23rd 87”, slight creases away from
drawing. With photostat of letter relating to the circumstances of the preparation
of this essay.
1889-91 1d., 2d. and 2½d.
Die Proof of the design without value, cut down to stamp size but initialled “GN”
in 4½ mm. margin at foot (dated “16/6/90” on reverse) and similar die proof for
the 2½d. value tablet with manuscript “Jamaica” above and affixed to piece
marked “60 leads Jan 8th',
1890 2½d. on 4d.
“TWO PENCE/HALF PENNY” on 4d. red-brown used on 1890 cover from the
U.S. Consulate, Kingston to Milwaukee. The cover shows diamond framed
“STREET/ LETTER BOX / JAMAICA”
1900-01 Llandovery Falls
Essays
ld. in dark blue and magenta, composite essay of the issued design with handpainted join between vignette and frame, affixed to card (115 x 90 mm.) lettered
“G” and dated “Jan 2nd 01”. Soiled in places.
- in black and orange, similar essay lettered “K”
Die Proof
1d. in black on glazed paper (50 x 46 mm.) dated “4.1.1900”.
Issued Stamps
Both 1d., also 1906 ½d. (2), 1912-20 1d. (2), 2½d. and 3d., 1919-29 ½d., 1½d.
(4), 2½d. and 3d. (2), 1923 Child Welfare set, 1927 ½d. and 1929-32 1d. and 9d.
(2) used on seven covers one with Red Cross label, four registered
1903-04 Arms of Jamaica
Essays
½d. in green and in green and carmine (composite) printed on glazed paper and
each affixed to a card (90 x 115 mm.) lettered “A” and “B” respectively and both
dated “Aug. 20th 02”.
1d. in carmine, a similar essay in a design close to that issued, lettered “AA” and
dated “Oct. 30th 02”.
1d in grey-blue and carmine, a similar but composite essay, lettered “BB” the join
between vignette and frame touched up by hand in white.
ld. in red and 2½d. (composite) in black and blue, large (25½ x 30½ mm.) essays
each affixed to a card dated “Aug. 20th 02”, the first labelled “C” and the second
“D”.
2½d. with frame in blue and photographic vignette, the issued design set into
thick card (90 x 92 mm.) dated “May 4th 03”.
1903-04 Imperforate Colour Trials prepared for the 5d. value
1d. in grey and bright yellow affixed to “Appendix” piece (112 x 91 mm.) dated
“23rd Novr 1903” a vertical crease does not affect the trial
1d in grey and -yellow affixed to piece (95 x 50 mm.) marked “Approved for 5d.
WHM 26.11.03”
1d in grey and deep yellow on CA paper.
1d in grey and orange-yellow, a similar trial
1d in dark grey and orange, a similar trial
1905-11 Arms type redrawn
Essays and Proofs
Photographic essays of the ½d. and 1d. values, two of each and two close to the
issued design, all four affixed to card (90 x 115 mm.), two dated “JUNE 30th
1905” and two “13th JULY 1905”, also two 1d. imperforate colour trials (in green
and in red) of the 1903 design, the whole affixed to a folded “Appendix” sheet
dated 30th June 1905
1905-11 Queen Victoria
4d. red on yellow, a mint corner of the pane block (6 x 6), some marginal
creases, mostly along lines of perforation
1919-29 Pictorials
Essay

Est

Real

$100

130

$600

750

$ 800

850

$150

£100

250

$250

350

$250

600

$250

650

$50

100

$800

950

$350

450

$400

600

$1000

1200

$450

425

$120

210

$120

260

$100
$100
$100

170
180
200

$400

475

$50
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10/- photographic essay of a vertical format affixed to card (90 x 115 mm.)
lettered “B” and dated “8th Oct. 19”.
Prepared for use but not issued
6d. Abolition of Slavery design in red and green, imperforate Plate proof on MCA
paper, crease.
6d. Abolition of Slavery, as last perforated mint and overprinted “SPECIMEN”
(D12x).
Die Proofs
2½d. frame and vignette, 2/- frame (fault) and vignette, 3/- frame and 5/- vignette,
six separate die proofs, four initialled “A.J.H.” and one dated “9.12.20” on face,
the 2½d. vignette dated “8/10/20” on reverse all in black on glazed paper.
various sizes.
4d. in black and green, 1/- in green and maroon, 2/- in brown and blue and 3/- in
black and brown, four separate die proofs, 3½ to 10 mm. margins, the 2/browned on face, the 4d. dated “11.9.20”, 1/- “14.7.20” and initialled “A.J.H.” and
3/- “Aug. 16 1920”, the last three marked “Appd for register” on reverse, some
marginal thins but attractive.
10/- in black on glazed paper (39 x 37½ mm.), toned on face, dated “30 Jan.
1922” at top, small marginal thin.
Perforated Colour Trials with upright watermark
1½d. in deep blue-green affixed to “Appendix” piece (124 x 81 mm.) dated “28th
FEB 1919” horizontal crease does not affect the trial
1½d. in green affixed to piece (112 x 37 mm.) marked “Approved for 1½d WHM
1/8/19”
1½d. in deep blue-green, perforations slightly trimmed at left
1½d. in deep chestnut brown, off centre and with some perforations trimmed at
right
1½d. in deep myrtle green
1½d. in claret
1½d. in ochre-brown
1919-29 Imperforate plate proofs on watermarked paper
1d. carmine and orange marginal pair on gummed paper, slight crease and thin
and 2½d. deep blue and blue (normal flag), block of six, tiny corner crease and a
little soiled, both on Script paper, the first sideways
2d. indigo and green, creases and 4d. brown and deep green, both in horizontal
strips of three on MCA paper, the last marginal with “27 OCT 1920”
handstamped in margin (slight thin in margin)
1922 (c.) Imperforate printers samples on unwatermarked paper
1½d. in indigo, 3d, pair in sepia and blue-green, 1/- in lake and myrtle, 3/- in
carmine and yellow-green and 5/- in blue-green and ultramarine. four slightly
thinned
4d. in orange-brown and sepia, a block of four, lower pair thinned
6d. (Port Royal) in sepia and dull carmine, thin.
1922 (c.) similar samples but overprinted Specimen
1½d. in indigo and 10/- in carmine, each in a block of four mounted on brown
card, each stamp overprinted “SPECIMEN” (type DS1)
2d. in purple and indigo, strip of three, 2½d. in myrtle and orange-brown, 3d. in
sepia and blue-green, 4d. in orange-brown and sepia, 2/- in blue-green and
sepia, 3/- in carmine and blue-green and 5/- in blue-green and ultramarine,
horizontal pairs and mounted on seven pieces of brown card, each overprinted
with type DS1
6d. (Abolition of Slavery) in blue-green and violet mounted on brown card and .
similarly overprinted.
6d. (Port Royal) in sepia and dull carmine, horizontal pair similarly mounted and
overprinted
Issued Stamps
1921-29 Script CA ½d. (2) to 1½d. (5), 2d. (2), 2½d. (7), 3d. (2), 4d. (2), 6d. (6),
1/- (2) to 5/- (5) and 10/-, mint shades. (36)
1927.
Die proof of frame, 3 mm. margins affixed to card (86 x 92 mm.) dated “16.12.26”
1929-32 King George V
Die proofs
1d. in blue on wove paper (54 x 76 mm.), initialled and marked “A”, paper clip
mark and rust stain away from impression.
1d. in scarlet, Die 1, on wove paper (39 x 46 mm.).

Est
$250

Real

$300

425

$350

475

$1000

$1000

950

$100

95

$120
$120
$100
$100

90

$100
$100
$100

110
110

$500

$300

$300

$125
$150

110

$600

575

$900

1050

$100

160

$200

240

$175

$125

130

$250
$300

380
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1½d. in deep brown on wove paper (28 x 32 mm.) affixed to “Appendix” sheet
(197 x 237 mm.) dated “6th November 1928” and marked “Approved for Die”,
initialled and dated “6/11/28”. horizontal crease does not affect the proof.
9d. in black on wove (29 x 32 mm.) affixed to “APPENDIX” piece (123 x 146
mm.) dated 23rd November 1928”.
Imperforate Colour Trials
1d. in scarlet, 1½d. in chocolate and 9d. in maroon, each affixed to piece marked
“Approved for colour”, initialled and dated respectively “14/12/28”, “19/11/28” and
“27/12/28”.
1932 pictorials
Essays
2d. “Priestman's River, Portland”, 2½d. “Hills in St. Andrew” and 6d. “River
scene”, photographic essays in brown and green, in blue-grey and brown and in
grey and blue-grey each on glazed paper and labelled “C”. “A” and “B”
respectively.
Booklets
1913-65 an envelope mainly containing copy and proofs of various commercial
advertisements but including some proofs of booklet covers and some dummy
blocks and sheets, also Barbados 2/- booklet, proof of the advertisements
1916-46 a selection of proofs of front covers and a few advertisements, 1923,
1927, 1938 and 1946 dummy booklets and 1925, 1930, 1932 and 1935 proofs
and working models of these booklets
1923 (Sept) 2/- exploded booklet with ½d., three panes of four and 1d. pane of
six and joined pane of six (the third pane is missing), outside covers and seven
advertisement panes, the outside cover marked “Req 13 204”, each stamp
diagonally overprinted “SPECIMEN” in blue, type D18, some faults
1929 (May) 2/- exploded booklet with ½d., two panes of six and 1d., three panes
of six. outside covers and six interleaving sheets (three with advertisements), all
affixed to album sheet, each stamp overprinted “SPECIMEN”, type D16a
1929 (July) 2/- exploded booklet with ½d., ld. (2) and 1½d., each in a pane of six,
outside covers and fine advertisement interleavings, each stamp overprinted
“SPECIMEN”, type D9a
1930 2/- booklet with previous booklet (stamps removed) with altered contents
on front cover and one advertisement, two other advertisements on flimsy and a
proof for two further advertisements
1935 Silver Jubilee 2/- exploded booklet with 1d., four panes of six, outside
covers and eight advertisement interleavings, all affixed to album sheet, each
stamp overprinted “SPECIMEN”, type D18
Revenue and Postal Fiscals stamps
A sheet (170X280 mm,) bearing die proof of the Arms in horizontal oval marked
“from Steel plate. For Copper plate printing”, two die proofs of the Arms (22X26
mm.) in vertical oval, one initialled “A.J.H.”, cut-to-shape proof of 1858 10/- in
green and issued 1d. rose, 1½d. and 3d., the last two with manu script
“Specimen”, 1/-, 5/- and 10/- With “SPECIMEN” overprint, type GB 2 some perfs.
clipped and with notes written alongside
1858 5/- and 10/- die proofs on glazed card, cut down to stamp size
1868 1d. CC deep and pale-rose, 1871 1d., 1857 1½d. and 3d., 1874 CC 3d.,
1858 1/- (2), one overprinted “SPECIMEN”, also Q.V, 3d. on piece overprinted
JUDICIAL and initialled in red ink below, three with straight edges and some
faults
1886 1d.: “Appendix” sheet dated “17 Aug 86” and bearing “Specimen of a
Jamaican 1d Revenue Stamp printed in Doubly Fugitive Purple ink” and a further
sheet dated “Nov. 11 86” and bearing “Specimen of a Revenue Stamp printed in
Doubly Fugitive ink upon Red paper”, below this, one on yellow paper (dated
“Nov, 18th 1886), all three perforated. printed in purple and initialled “BLS” in red
ink
1903 vignette with uncleared surrounds, die proof on glazed card (93X61 mm.)
Official Stamps
1890-91 ½d. (some perfs. clipped), 1d. and 2d., each affixed to small niece dated
(½d. “Mar 91”, the others “Mar. 90”) and each overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Type
D12), 2d. in green, the unissued colour, a marginal example affixed to flimsy,
initialled “BLS” in red ink on margin and as issued ½d. and 1d. in pairs and 2d.,
the last three items with creases
Postal Stationery
Postcards

Est
$400

Real

$400

400

$450

500

$750

1900

$200

400

$200

300

$300

$300

$300

$50

80

$500

650

$400

375

$80
$75

$200

$150

130

$350

550
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K.E. ½d. green and ld. red, both with “JAMAICA” and value hand painted, both
marked “Approved WHM” and with vertical crease away from stamp
Envelopes
1921 1½d. in orange and 2½d. in blue, composite built up essays, partly hand
painted and affixed to two cards (88X114 mm.) dated “6th April 21” also 1912 2d.
Registration + 1d. Postage, similar, essay in orange inset into card (85X91 mm.)
dated “July 29th 12” and marked “Approved W.H.M. 13.8.12”
Wrappers
1855 Id. green, labelled “A” and apparently unissued and the altered design
labelled “B” and with hand-painted “JAMAICA” tablet
K.E. VII ½d. green with hand-painted country and value tablets, marked
“Approved W.H.M.”, a vertical crease does not affect the stamp
Telegraph Stamps
1879 manuscript Requisition (202+320 mm.) bearing essays for 3d. and 1/values, each with printed head in blue surrounded by pen and ink frames,
together with specifications for design, size, colour and value with note “To be
put up in square blocks of twenty Shillings in value, as English Postage Stamps
are” and dated 3rd March at the G.P.O., Jamaica
1879 3d. and 1/- cut down die proofs, each affixed to separate piece, the first
marked”May 31st 60 leads”, the second “May 30th 60 leads”, both endorsed
“July 23 79”, in red ink, some faults also K.E. VII essay without value with
photographic head and printed crown surrounded by hand drawn frame,
complete with perforations, mostly in ink
1929 9d. stamp printed on telegram form affixed to outside of “TWENTY
MESSAGE FORMS PRICE 15s”, corner creases, both marked in red ink “G
Jamaica 6552 Appd 10/7”
Cancellations
1858 (July 22nd) entire letter from Savannah la Mar to London bearing two G.B.
6d. with light c.d.s. of origin over cancelled “A01”, one stamp with heavy filing
crease and 1860 envelope bearing G.B. 1d. from Spanish Town to Morant Bay,
some faults
ADELPHI: CC ½d. (thin) 1d., 2d. and 4d., CA 1d. (both), 2d. grey and 4d., 188991 1d. and 2½d. with good to fine “598” and 1900 Id. red pair, one with “598”, the
other with c.d.s.
ALEXANDRIA: Great Britain 4d., Pine 1d., 2d. (2), 3d., 4d. (very rare), 6d. and
1/- (very rare) CC ½d., 1d., 2d. (3), 4d. and 6d., CA ½d. (3), 1d. (both), 2d. (both)
and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d. and Official ½d. with fair to superb “A27”. (27)

Est
$200

Real
375

$300

700

$75

220

$100

160

$300

450

$200

220

$50

100

$100

170

$150

120

$200

300

½d. postcard, also “A34” (Claremont) 1d. postcard and “A77” (Lunstead) Id.
postcard (faults), two with h.s. “UNCLAIMED”, one framed “ADVERTISED” and
all framed “RETURNED/ LETTER BRANCH /JAMAICA” date stamp
ANNOTTO BAY: Great Britain 4d. and 6d. (doubtful “A28”), Pine 1d. to 1/- (2)
and CC ½d. to 6d. (2) and 1/- cancelled “A28” (type H) and Pine Id. (doubtful),
CC ½d. (4, with a pair), 1d. (4, with a strip of three), 2d. (3), 3d., 4d. and 6d. and
CA 1d. blue, 2d. (both), 3d. (doubtful) and 4d. cancelled “A.28.” (type M), fair to
superb strikes. (38)
“A28” (type M) on wing-margined 6d. pair (a few minor stains) on 1878 entire
(side flaps missing) to London and on 1d. blue postcard to Kingston
BALACLAVA: 1890 cover to New York with ½d. and 2d. sharing “A79”; CC ½d.,
1d. (5, with two pairs), 2d. (2) to 6d. (2) and 1/-, CA ½d. 1d. red, 2d. red, 2d. grey
(3, with a pair), 3d. and 4d., 1889 1d. and 2d., 1890 2½d. on 4d. (doubtful),
Officials 1890 ½d. and 1d., both very rare and Postal fiscal 1d., very rare, mostly
fine to superb “A79” strikes. (29)
BATH: Great Britain 1d. strip of three with small portion of fourth stamp each with
rather smudged “A29” and showing uncleaned “BATH MY 5 1859 JAMAICA”
c.d.s., one stamp with ironed-out crease. Unrecorded by Foster
BATH: 4d. nicely cancelled “A29” on March 22nd 1859 entire letter to Kingston,
heavy vertical central filing crease does not affect stamp. Foster 87d., two
recorded.
Pine 1d. to 6d. (2) and 1/-, CC ½d., 1d. (4, one inverted watermark and with a
pair) to 6d. CA ½d., 1d. blue (pair), 1d. red (5, with two pairs), 2d. (both) and 4d.
and 1889 1d. and 2d., cancelled “A29”, mainly goon to fine. (31)
BLACK RIVER : Great Britain 6d. used on large part March 10th 1859 entire
showing part Black River and Kingston c.d.s., the stamp centrally and superbly
struck “A30”. Foster 88g.

$60

150

$100

120

$70

95

$125

160

$100

130

$300
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$60

75

$150

190
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Great Britain 1d. probably cancelled “A30”, Pine 1d. to 4d. (2), 6d. and 1/- and
CC ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. (4. with a pair), 2d. (2) to 1/- with good to superb
“A30”. (21)
BLUEFIELDS: Pine 3d. and 1/- (fault) both very rare, CC ½d, 1d., 2d. (2), 4d.
and 6d., CA ½d. (4), 1d. red pair, 2d. (both) and 3d., 1890-91 1d. (4), 2d. and
2½d., 1900 1d. (2, one inverted watermark) and 1901 1d. with good to fine “A58”,
also 1895 cover to London with CA ½d. and 1889 1d. pair, similarly cancelled.
(28)
BLUE MOUNTAIN VALLEY: CC ½d. to 6d., CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. slate and
4d., 1889 1d. and 2d. and 1890 2½d. on 4d. (very rare) also 1877 and 1879
covers to Tissington, Derbyshire with 2d. strip of three and a 6d., mostly superbly
cancelled “G 15”. (18)
BROWN'S TOWN: Pine 1d., 2d. (2, one watermark inverted but thinned), 3d., 4d.
(poor), 6d. and 1/- and CC ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d., 2d. (3, with a pair) to 6d. also
1873 and 1876 (faults) covers to Falmouth with 1d. (2) and 2d. values, light to
clear “A31” cancels. (20)
BUFF BAY: Great Britain 6d. (some perforations cut away), Pine 1d. (5, with two
pairs) to 6d. (2) and 1/-, CC ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. (4, with a pair, one single
inverted watermark), 2d. (5, with a strip of three) to 1/- (2), and CA ½d., 1d.
(both), 2d. red (5, with two pairs), 2d. grey, 3d. and 4d. (very rare), 1889-91 1d.
(6, with strip of five), 2d. (2) and 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d., Officials 1890 ½d., 1d.
and 2d. and postal fiscal 1d. also four 1884-91 covers with 1d. and 2d. (3) values
mainly good to fine with fair to superb “A32”. (56)
BULL BAY: 1884 (July) cover to Kingston with 2d. red clearly cancelled, a few
perforations foxed and cover slightly torn at top; CC 1d. and 2d., CA ½d. (3, with
a pair), 1d. red and 2d. slate, 1889-91 1d. and 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d. (very
rare), 1901 1d. (very rare) and Officials 1890-91 ½d. and 1d., both very rare with
good to superb “615” obliterations. (14)
CHAPELTON: Great Britain 4d. on piece, creased; Pine 1d. (2), 2d. (3), 3d. (2,
one watermark inverted), 4d., 6d. and I/-, CC ½d., 1d. (6, one inverted
watermark, with a pair), 2d. (4, with a pair) to 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. blue, 1d. red (4,
with a strip of three), 2d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. grey and 4d., 1889 1d. and 2d.
and Postal fiscal 1d., also 1880 1d. blue postcard to Annotto Bay, mainly fine 'A
33” cancels. (41)
CHESTER CASTLE: CC ½d., 1d. (2), 2d., 3d. (very rare), 4d., 6d. (very rare) and
1/-, CA ½d. (2), 1d. blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. (both), 3d. (very rare) and
4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d. (very rare) and Official 1890 2d.,
also 1891 1d. blue postcard to Colon marked “NO RECLAMADA”, “Insufficiently
Addressed” (m/s) and with “RETURNED/ LETTER BRANCH/JAMAICA” date
stamp, mostly clear “F98” cancellations. (24)
CLAREMONT: Pine 1d., 2d., 3d., 6d. and 1/-, CC ½d. (4, with a pair), 1d. (3, with
a pair), 2d. (2) to 6d. (2) and 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d.
(both), 3d. and 4d. and 1889 1d. and 2d. (2) also 1875 cover to Newport, R.I.
with 2d. (2) and 1879 1½d. on 3d. postcard to England, a few faults, mainly with
fine “A34” obliterations. (34)
CLARENDON & FOUR PATHS (transferred from Clarendon in June 1876):
Great Britain 4d.; Pine 1d. (2), 2d. (2, one inverted watermark), 3d. (3, one
inverted watermark) to 1/- (2), CC ½d. (2, one in blue), 1d. (6), 2d. (2), 3d., 4d.
(3), 6d. and 1/-, CA ½d. (5), 1d. blue (3), 1d. red, 2d. (4), 3d. and 4d., 1889-91
1d. (5), 2d. and 2½d. (very rare), 1890 2½d. on 4d., Officials ½d. (both), 1d. and
2d. (very rare) and postal fiscals 1d. (2) and 1880 cover to Kingston with 2d.
some in pairs, mainly fine with poor to superb “A35” strikes. (58)
CLARKS TOWN: CC ½d. (2), 1d. (2), 2d. (3, with a pair), 3d. (2) to 1/-, CA ½d.
(3, with a pair), 1d. red, 2d. red, 2d. slate (3. with a pair) and 4d., 1889 1d. and
2d. and postal fiscal 1d. also 1892 cover to Kingston with pair ½d., mainly clearly
cancelled “F81”. (26)
COLD SPRING: CC ½d. to 1/-, CA ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. blue (3, with a pair),
1d. red, 2d. (both), 3d., 4d. (3, with a pair) and 6d. (very rare), 1889-91 1d., 2d.
and 2½d. (3, with a pair), 1890 2½d. on 4d., Officials 1890 ½d. and 1d. both very
rare and postal fiscal 1d., also 1876 cover to Dublin with 2d. (6) and 1/- and 1891
1d. blue postcard (faults), mainly fine with fair to superb “193” cancels. (38)
DRY HARBOUR: Great Britain 6d., lightly and clearly cancelled “A36”, some
ragged perforations. Foster 94h. two recorded.
COPSE: CC ½d. pair (very rare), 1d. (2), 2d., 3d. (very rare), 6d. and 1/-, CA
½d., 1d. red, 2d. (both) and 4d. and 1890 1d. and 2d. (very rare), good to fine
“F97” strikes. (15)
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$60

Real
75

$200

180

$150

190

$60

60

$125

190

$175

375

$90

65

$100

280

$90
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$100

170

$75

120

$150

160

$150

240

$100
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Copse Pine 1d. and 2d. with manuscript “36”; 1d. (3), 2d., 4d., 6d. and 1/-, CC
½d., 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d., 4d., 6d. and 1/-, CA ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. red, 2d.
(both), 4d., 1889 1d. and 2d., 1890 2½d. on 4d. (very rare) and postal fiscal 1d.,
also 1873 damaged cover, with 2d. to Brown's Town, some faults with fair to very
fine “A36” cancels. (29)
Copse Pine 1/- purple-brown, “$” variety, a little rubbed and creased at top, fairly
clear “A36” away from the variety.
DUNCANS: Great Britain 4d. -with watery “(A) 37” and Pine 1d. to 4d. (2), 6d.
and 1/- and CC ½d. (3, with a pair) to 1/-, all cancelled “A37” and CC ½d. (5, with
a strip of five), 1d., 2d., 4d., 6d. and 1/- CA ½d. (4, with a pair), 1d. (both), 2d.
red, 2d. grey (3, with a pair), 3d. and 4d., 1889-91 1d. (3, with a pair), 1890 2½d.
on 4d., postal fiscal 1d. and 1882 1d. blue postcard (faults) used to Kingston. all
cancelled “B”, mainly good to fine. (49)
EWARTON: CC ½d., 1d. and 2d. (3, with a pair), CA ½d., 1d. blue, 1d. red (very
rare) and 2d. grey and 1889 1d. and 2d., also 1884 cover to Kingston with 2d.,
cancelled with good to superb “196” cancels.
FALMOUTH: Great Britain 6d., wing-margined example clearly cancelled “A39”
and just tied to 1859 (November) entire to Kingston. Shows year error “53” on
reverse. Foster 97i
FALMOUTH, GB 1d. and 4d. cancelled “A39” Pine 1d. (4, with a pair), 2d., 3d.
(2) to 1/- (2), and CC ½d. (3), 1d. (3), 2d. (3), 3d., 4d. (2), 6d. and 1/- and postal
fiscal 1d. cancelled “A38” (type H) and CC ½d. to 1/- and CA 1d. (both, the red
very rare) and 4d. cancelled “A38” (type N), mainly fine with fine strikes. (38)
FLINT RIVER: Great Britain 6d., very fine on piece cancelled “A40”, Pine 1d.,
2d.. 4d., 6d. and 1/- (these five may have been used at Falmouth), CC 1d.. 2d.
and 6d., CA ½d., 1d. red, 2d. (both) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d. and
Official1890 2d. (very rare), some small faults, good to very fine “A39” strikes.
(17)
GAYLE: Great Britain 1d., separated pair on small piece sharing single “A41”
obliteration, most attractive. Foster 99.
GAYLE GB 6d.. lightly cancelled “A41” on 1859 (September) entire letter to Four
Paths and backstamped Clarendon. Foster 99e, two recorded
Gayle GB 1/-, nicely cancelled “A41”. a few perforations clipped at foot and small
tear in right margin. Foster 99c. Two recorded.
GAYLE Pine 1d. (2), 2d., 3d., 6d. and 1 /- (these six may have been used at Flint
River). CC ½d., 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. (2), 4d., 6d. and 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. blue, 1d.
red (2), 2d. (both), 3d. and 4d., 1889-91 1d.. 2d. and 2½d. (pair), 1890 2½d. and
4d., very rare and Official 1890 2d., very rare, also 1894 ½d. brown postcard
used to Kingston with good to fine “A40” strikes. (30)
GAYLE 1867 folded front and two flaps endorsed “By Book Post” and “Returns”
to St. Anns Bay. bearing 1d. blue diagonally bisected and clearly tied by “A40”
numeral. Shows Gayle c.d.s. on one panel and two Moneague c.d.s. on face.
slight creases.
GOLDEN SPRING & STONY HILL: Pine 1d., 2d. (poor), 3d. (2, one with inverted
watermark), 6d. and 1/- (straight edge), (these six may have been used at
Gordon Town), CC ½d. to 6d. (2) and 1 /- (very rare), CA ½d., 1d. red. 2d. grey
and 4d.. 1889 1d. and 2d.. Official 1890 ½d. (very rare) and Postal Fiscal 1d.,
mainly fine with many good to very fine “A41” cancels, three cancelled in purple
and used at Stony Hill. (22)
GOLDEN SPRING 1869 envelope endorsed “O.H.M.S.”. bearing 1d. blue
bisected diagonally clearly tied by “A41” and addressed to Montego Bay, flap
missing.
GORDON TOWN: Pine 1d. to 1/- (2). (these seven may have been used at
Golden Spring), CC ½d. to 6d. (2) and 1/-, CA ½d. (3), 1d. blue. 1d. red (2), 2d.
(both) and 4d., 1889-91 ½d. to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d. and Officials, 1890 1d.
and 2d. (very rare) with mainly fine “A42” strikes. (30)
GORDON TOWN 1861 (Sept) cover to an officer of the 77th Regiment at
Hazareebaugh, Bengal bearing 6d. pair clearly cancelled “A43” and with red h.s.
“1d.” on face as well as Gordon Town backstamp.
GORDON TOWN 1867 (Sept.) cover from the same correspondence to
“Peshawur, Cabool, India” with 1d., 4d. and two 6d. cancelled “A42” and with m/s
“1” and “1/4” on face, attractive combination of colours.
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160
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GOSHEN: Great Britain 1d. clearly cancelled “A44”; Pine 1d., 2d. (very rare) to
1/- (these six may have been used at Gordon Town), CC ½d. (4, with a strip of
three, 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. (2), 3d., 4d. (2), 6d. and 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d.
(both), 3d. and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., Officials 1890 ½d., 1d. and 2d. and
1891 2d. (very rare) and Postal Fiscal 1d., good to fine and 1883, 1892 covers
and 1879 1½d. on 3d. postcard with 2d. (2) and 2½d. adhesives, mostly good to
superb “A43” cancels. (40)
GOSHEN GB 6d. with wing-margin clearly cancelled on part front and part back
of 1859 (May) clearly cancelled “A44” and with c.d.s. alongside, band of blueing
around the stamp. Foster 102g
GOSHEN GB 6d, as last, a rather similar large piece with two flaps, stamp not as
clearly cancelled, small hole on address panel
GRANGE HILL: Pine 1d. (2) to 1/- (these seven may have been used at Goshen)
CC ½d., 1d., 2d. (3) to 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both), and 4d., 1889 1d. and
2d., Officials ½d. (both the 1891 very rare) and Postal Fiscal 1d., also 1890
wrapper to Kingston with 1d. bisected diagonally mainly clear to superb “A44”
strikes. (27)
GREEN ISLAND: Great Britain 1d. pair sharing single central “A46”, ironed-out
crease. Foster 104 and described as unique.
GREEN ISLAND Pine 1d. (2), 2d. (4, with a rejoined strip of three), 3d., 4d. (very
rare), 6d. and 1/- (these ten may have been used at Grange Hill), CC ½d, 1d. (3,
with a pair), 2d. to 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. red (2, one
with inverted watermark), 2d. slate and 4d., 1889-91 1d. and 2½d. and 1890
2½d. on 4d., also 1888 cover to Portland, Me. with ½d. (5) and 1d. red, mostly
fine with good to very fine “A45” cancels. (37)
GUYS HILL: CC ½d. (2), 1d., 2d. and 6d. CA ½d. (4, with a strip of three), 1d.,
2d. (both) and 4d. (very rare, some perforations clipped), 1889-91 1d. to 2½d.,
1890 2½d. on 4d. and Official 1890 1d. (very rare), mostly with clear “199”
cancellations. (18)
HALFWAY TREE: Pine 1d. (doubtful), CC ½d. and 1d. in pairs, 2d., 4d. and 6d.,
CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. red (3, with a pair) and 4d., 1889 1d. and 2d., 1890 2½d.
on 4d., Official 1890 ½d. and 1d. Postal Fiscal 1d. and 3d. pair rubbed on piece
(very rare) also 1889 1d. blue postcard (slight damage) to Gordon Town marked
“Unclaimed”, light to clear “G 13” cancels. (24)
HAMPDEN: CC ½d., 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d., 4d., 6d. and 1/- (straight edge), CA
½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d. (very
rare), 1900-01 1d. (both), 1903 ½d. (very late use) and postal fiscal 1d. (very
rare) also 1889 1d. blue postcard, 1896 cover to New York with 2½d. and 1903
cover to Dunoon with 1901 1d., mainly fine with light to clear “G 14” strikes. (25)
HAYES: CC ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. (3, with a pair) to 1/-, CA ½d. (3, with a pair),
1d. (both), 2d. red (2, one with inverted watermark), 2d. slate (3, with a pair), 3d.
(very rare) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. (3, with a pair) to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d. (very
rare), Official 1890 ½d. (very rare) and postal fiscal 1d., also 1896 ½d. brown
postcard to Spanish Town, mostly fine to superb strikes of the “617” obliterator.
(32)
HIGHGATE & SILOAH: 1860 (Jan) entire letter from White Hall, Highgate to
Kingston with Great Britain 4d. (small faults) lightly but legibly cancelled “A47”,
entire with filing crease and a little damaged. Foster 105d and described as
unique
HIGHGATE & SILOAH Great Britain 4d. clearly cancelled “A47”; Pine 1d. and 6d.
(faults) (these two may have been used at Green Island), CC ½d. to 6d. (2), CA
½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. (both) and 2d. (both), 1889-91 1d. (3, with a pair), Official
1890 ½d. and Postal Fiscal 1d. (very rare) with legible to superb “A46”
cancellations the CC and later issues used at Siloah. (24)
HOPE BAY: Great Britain 4d. clearly cancelled “A48”; pine Id. (strip of three), 3d.
and 4d. (these five may have been used at Highgate), CC ½d., 1d. (3, with a
pair) to 6d., CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both), 3d. and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d.,
1890 2½d. on 4d. and Official 1890 ½d. and 1d., both very rare, also 1886 cover
to Kingston endorsed 'OHMS” with two Id. red (creased), mostly with clear “A47”
cancellations. (28)
KINGS: CC ½d., 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d., 6d. and 1/- (very rare), CA ½d., 1d.
blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. and 4d., 1889 1d. and 2d., 1890 2½d. on 4d.
and postal fiscal 1d. also 1887 Id. blue postcard to Ramble showing “KINGS”
c.d.s. on face, mainly fine with clear “622” numerals. (19)

Est
$125

Real
190

$100

120

$75
$70

170

$300

180

$80

180

$60

170

$150

80

$200

350

$100

190

$125

160

$100

130

$125

170

$80

120
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KINGSTON: A collection of “A01” cancels with types A on Great Britain 4d. and
6d. (2), each on piece and Pine 1d. (2) to 6d. (3) and 1/-, B on Great Britain 4d.
(2), Pine 1d., 2d. (2), 3d., 4d. (2), 6d. (2) and 1/- (6, with two pairs) and CC 2d.
(2, one inverted watermark), 3d. and 6d., D on Pine 1d. (2) to 4d. (2), 6d. (5, with
a pair) and 1/- (2) and CC 3d., 6d. and 1/-, E on Pine 1d., 2d., 4d., 6d. and 1/-,
CC ½d. (7), 1d. (2), 2d. (3), 3d. (2), 4d. (2), 1/- (2, one inverted watermark), 2/and 5/-, CA 1d. blue, 2d. red and 4d., postal fiscal 1d. and G.B. 1887 22d., F on
CC ½d., 1d. (2, one inverted watermark), 2d. (2), 3d. (4) to 2/- and CA ½d. blue,
2d. red (3) and 4d. (2) and G on CC ½d. (2), 1d. (6, one inverted watermark), 2d.
to 1/- (2), 2/- and 5/-, CA 1d. blue, 2d. red and 4d. and postal fiscal 1d., mainly
fine with fine strikes. (119)
KINGSTON Great Britain 6d. with “A01” (type A), 6d. with “A01” duplex (B) and
4d. with “A01”, “A01” duplex (type C), each on entire or entire letter, the last two
with adhesives affected by filing crease, the last not very clearly struck
KINGSTON GB 1d. on piece of newspaper (with B.P.A. Certificate, 1961), 4d.
pair, 6d. and 1/-, each with “A01” (type A) cancel, clear strikes
KINGSTON GB 1d., two pairs (one stamp damaged) and two singles with five
“A01” cancels (type A) used on piece showing both Kingston and Mayhill c.d.s.
KINGSTON GB 1d., 4d. (two pairs, one rubbed, one very fresh) and 6d. (on
piece showing whole cancel), each with “A01” duplex (type B) (part to whole
strike)
KINGSTON GB 6d. used on 1860 entire to London with nice light “A01” duplex
cancel (type B)
KINGSTON Pine 1d., variety bisected diagonally used on 1866 (Dec. 17th) small
local cover nicely cancelled with “A01” duplex (type B), roughly opened at top.
KINGSTON Pine 1/- with “$” variety lightly cancelled “A01” (type B).
KINGSTON Pine 1/- ‘$’, another example, centrally cancelled “A01” (type D),
small faults
KINGSTON 1860-84 covers or large part covers bearing 1d. marked “TOO
LATE”, 6d. (3), 1/- (2) and 1883 4d., 1872 and 1875 covers to Jamaica, all with
Kingston cancels, also 1900 Chile postcard to London with charge mark
cancelled out by “A01”. (8 items)
LACOVIA: Pine 1d. (straight edge) and 1/-, CC ½d. (6, with a strip of three and a
pair), to 3d. and 6d., CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both) and 4d. and 1889 1d., also
1890 ½d. postcard to Montego Bay marked “Left the Island” and with Returned
Letter Branch date stamp, good to fine, “E 30” cancellations. (20)
LAUGHLANDS: CC ½d., 1d., 2d. and 4d. and CA ½d., 1d. red, 2d. (both) and 4d.
with good to superb “C” cancellations
LILLIPUT: 1862 (Feb) entire letter to Kingston with 6d. clearly cancelled “A49”
and with Lilliput c.d.s. alongside, Pine 1d. to 1/- (these six may have been used
at Hope Bay) and CC ½d., 1d., 2d. (2), 3d., 6d. and 1/-, some small faults but
mainly clearly cancelled “A48”. (14)
LITTLE LONDON: Pine 1d., CC ½d., 1d. (4, with a pair), 2d. (4, with a pair), 3d.,
4d. and 6d.; CA 1d. (both), 2d. (both) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d. (very rare),
1890 2½d on 4d. and Official 1890 2d. (very rare), mainly fine with poor to
superb “F 80” strikes. (23)
LITTLE RIVER: CC ½d. (2) to 2d. (2, one in blue), 4d., 6d. and 1/-, CA ½d. (3,
with a pair), 1d. red, 2d. (both) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d. (very rare) and 1890
2½d. on 4d. and 1886 Id. blue postcard to Kingston, mainly fine to superb “E 58”
strikes. (19)
LUCEA: Great Britain Id. pair, lightly and clearly cancelled “A51”, horizontal
crease. Foster 109 but not recorded as a pair.
LUCEA: 4d. most clearly cancelled “A51”; Pine 1d. (3, one inverted watermark),
2d. (2) to 1/-, CC ½d., 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. (5, with a pair) to 1/-, CA ½d., 1d.
blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. red, 2d. grey (3, with a pair) and 4d., 1889 1d.
and 2d. (2), Official 1890 ½d., postal fiscal 1d., also 1885 and 1887 1d. blue
postcards, slight faults and 1889 cover to Morpeth with 2d. and h.s. “4d.” in
circle, mainly fine and cancelled “A49”. (40)
LUCEA Pine 1d., variety bisected diagonally and used on 1868 “O.H.M. Service”
front Spanish Town, some faults, also another example of this bisect on small
piece, both clearly cancelled “A49”.
LUCEA Pine 4d. wing-margined pair just tied to May 1861 part front, part back
item to Kingston, both clearly cancelled “A51”, one a little smudged and with
“LUCEA-JAMAICA” c.d.s. alongside

Est
$150

Real
190

$150

300

$100

170

$60

45

$125

90

$100

160

$200

150

$275
$80

200
95

$80

100

$70

100

$100

75

$130

170

$130

110

$70

140

$150

120

$90

90

$150

140

$50

75
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MALVERN : Pine 1d. (4, one inverted watermark and with a pair) to 1/-, CC ½d.,
1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. (3) to 1/-, CA ½d. (7, with a block of four and a pair), 1d.
(both), 2d. (both) and 4d., 1889 1d. and 2d. and 1890 2½d. on 4d., also 1872
cover to Thornbury, Gloucester with 1/-, some faults and with good to superb
“A50” strikes. (36)
MANCHIONEAL: Great Britain 1d. clearly cancelled “A52”: Pine 1d. to 1/-, these
six may have been used at Lucca, CC ½d. 1d. (3, with a pair) to 1/-, CA ½d., 1d.
blue (3, with a pair), 1d. red, 2d. red, 2d. slate (3, with a pair), 3d. and 4d., 1889
2d. and postal fiscal 1d. and 3d. (very rare), also 1887 1d. blue postcard to
Kingston, mainly good to fine “A51” cancels. (31)
MANDEVILLE: Great Britain 6d. used on April 1859 envelope to Everton,
Liverpool centrally cancelled “A53” and with Mandeville c.d.s. on reverse. Foster
111le.
MANDEVILLE Pine 1d. to 6d. (2) and 1/- (2, one in bluish-black), these nine may
have been used at Manchioneal, CC ½d. (5, with a strip of four), 1d. (6, one
inverted watermark and with a pair), 2d. to 1/- and CA 1d. blue, 2d. (both) and
4d., mainly fine with fair to fine “A52” strikes. (30)
MANDEVILLE Pine 1d. blue roughly bisected diagonally and used on Grand
Court entire to Spanish Town, lightly cancelled “A52”, a little age-stained and
reinforced.
MAY HILL & SPUR TREE: Great Britain 1d. pair, some perforations trimmed at
foot used with 4d. on September 1859 entire to Kingston, lightly cancelled “A54”,
and “MAYHILL' c.d.s. on reverse, filing creases away from adhesives. Foster
112c
MAY HILL * SPUR TREE Great Britain 6d. cancelled “A54”, Pine 1d., 2d., 3d. (3,
with a pair) to 1/-, these eight may have been used at Mandeville, CA ½d. and
1889-91 1d. to 2½d. with small “A53” and CC ½d., 1d. (2), 2d. (2, one in blueblack) to 6d., CA ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. (both)
and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d. and 1890 2½d. on 4d., also 1893 1d. postcard and
½d. (with ½d. adhesive) wrapper, all with larger “A53”, the last two showing Spur
Tree c.d.s. after the 1885 move of office. (38)
MAY PEN: CC ½d., 1d. (3, one in blue), 2d. (2) to 4d. (3, with a pair) and 6d. (2),
CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both), 3d. and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on
4d., all four Officials, Postal Fiscal 1d. (3, with a pair), ½d. wrapper stamp, also
1877 O.H.M.S. Book Post wrapper to Alley with ½d. pair and 1891 ½d. brown
postcard marked 'Insufficiently addressed” and “RETURNED/LETTER BRANCH/
JAMAICA” date stamp, mainly fine with “640” cancels. (34)
MEDINA and MAIDSTONE: CC ½d. (4. with a strip of three), 1d., 2d., 3d. (very
rare), 4d. (very rare) and 6d., CA ½d., 1889 1d. pair and 2½d. (very rare), Official
1890 2d. (very rare) and 1892 cover to Kingston with 1d. showing Maidstone
backstamp mainly fine with fair to superb “631” cancellations. (15)
MIDDLE QUARTERS: CC ½d., 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. (2), 3d., 4d. and 6d., CA
½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both), 3d. (very rare) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., 1890
2½d. on 4d. and Official 1890 +d, (very rare) also 1891 cover to Kingston with
Id., mainly fine with mostly fine to superb strikes of “A82”. (22)
MILE GULLY: Great Britain 6d. used on large part entire (lower panel missing) to
Kingston, lightly cancelled “A55” with “MILE-GULLY” c.d.s. alongside. Foster
113f.
MILE GULLY Pine 1d., 2d., 4d. and 6d. all of which may have been used at May
Hill and CC 3d. (very rare) cancelled “A54” (type H), Pine 1d. (2), 2d., 3d., 6d.
and 1/-, CC ½d. (6, with two pairs), 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. to 1/-, CA 1d. red pair,
2d. grey and 4d. (very rare) cancelled “A54” (type J), mainly selected strikes. (29)
MILK RIVER: CC 2d. and 6d. (faults) lightly or clearly cancelled “A”; CC ½d., 1d.
(2), 2d., 3d. (pair), 4d. and 6d.; CA ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. (both), 2d. (both), and
4d., 1889-91 1d. (2), 2d. and 2½d, (pair), 1890 2½d. on 4d., 1901 1d. (very rare),
1903-04 ½d. and 1d., both very rare and Officials 1890-91 ½d. (both) and 1d.
(2), also 1891 cover to Colchester with ½d. and 1d. pair, fair to superb “201”
strikes. (34)
MONEAGUE: Great Britain 1d. used on large dated (May 9th 1859) piece and
4d. used on March 4th 1859 entire (torn across and repaired) to Kingston, both
lightly or clearly cancelled “A56”, the last additionally pen-cancelled. Foster 114c
and 114e
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$120

Real
120

$200

150

$200

400

$50

80

$200

200

$90

210

$100

190

$125

110

$160

380

$90

180

$175

340

$90

170

$170

220

$150

325
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MONEAGUE Pine 1d. to 1/-, these six may have been used at Mile Gully: CC
½d. (3, with a pair), 1d., 2d. (2) to 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both) and 4d.,
1889 1d. (2) and 2d., Official 1890 ½d. pair, 1d. and 2d., all four very rare and
postal fiscal 1d., also 1889 cover to Colchester with 2d. (2), slightly torn at top,
mainly fine with mostly fine “A55” strikes. (32)
MONTEGO BAY: Great Britain 4d. wing-margined pair on 1859 (Oct) entire to
Spanish Town clearly cancelled “A57”, filing crease through one stamp, part of
flap torn away and slightly affecting top of address panel. Photo on page 73
MONTEGO BAY GB 4, a vertical pair, a little crumpled and rather heavily
cancelled “A57”, used on May 1859 entire to Kingston, horizontal filing crease
does not affect stamps. Foster 115i and described as unique
MONTEGO BAY GB 4d, another horizontal pair on small dated niece (“JA 23
60”) attractively cancelled “A57”. Foster 115a
MONTEGO BAY GB, 4d. and 6d. lightly or rather smudgily cancelled “A57” also
1862 (Jan) entire to Munich with Pine 6d. similarly cancelled; Pine 1d. (5, with a
pair), 2d. (2), 3d. (2, one watermark inverted), 4d., 6d. (3) and 1/-, these may
have been used at Moneague, CC ½d., 1d. (3. with a pair with inverted
watermark), 2d. (2), 3d. (2), 4d. (2), 6d. (7, with a strip of four and a pair), 1/- (3,
one in bluish) and 5/- (very rare), also postal fiscal 1d. (cancelled “A5.”), also
1865 entire and 1870 piece with three 1/- all cancelled “A56” (type H) and CC
½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. (5, one inverted watermark and with a pair), 2d. (3), 3d.
(2), 4d., 6d. and 1/- (4, with a strip of three) and CA ½d., 1d. (3, with a pair), 1d.
red (3, with a pair), 2d. (both) and 4d. also 1882 cover to Franklinton, SC with 2d.
pair, all cancelled “A56” (type K), mainly fine. (68)
MONTPELIER: Great Britain 6d. clearly cancelled “A58”, a few ragged perfora
tions at left, the SECOND RAREST cancellation of Jamaica. With R.P.S.
Certificate (1956), two only recorded by Foster.
MORANT BAY: Great Britain 4d. used on top half of entire dated “AP 5 1859”
stamp fairly clearly cancelled “A59”. Foster 117c
MORANT BAY GB 4d. and 6d. both clearly cancelled “A59”, some small faults
and Pine 1d. (2), 2d. (2), 3d. (2, one inverted watermark), 4d. (2), 6d. and 1/which may have been used at Montego Bay. CC ½d. (4, one inverted watermark
and with a pair), 1d., 2d. (5, with a strip of three) to 1/- (2). CA ½d., 1d. blue, 1d.
red (3, with a pair), 2d. (both) and 4d.. 1889 1d. and 2d., Official 1890 1d. and
2d. and postal fiscal 1d. (3), also 1888 cover with 2d. (creased), mainly fine and
clearly cancelled “A57”. (43)
MOUNT CHARLES: Pine 1/- apparently cancelled “A80”, CC ½d., 1d. (pair), 2d.,
3d., 4d. and 6d. and CA 2d. red, also 1880 1d. blue postcard smudgily cancelled
“A80” and with “MOUNT CHARLES” c.d.s. on face, mainly fine “A80” strikes,
some faults. (10)
NEWMARKET: Pine 1d., CC ½d. (3. with a pair), 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. (2), 3d.
(very rare). 4d. and 6d., CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both) and 4d. (very rare), 188991 1d. to 2½d. and 1890 2½d. on 4d. (very rare), mainly fine with fair to fine “E
06” strikes. (22)
NEWPORT: Pine 1d. to 1/-, these six may have been used at Morant Bay, CC
½d., 1d. (2), 2d. (5, with a pair), 3d., 4d., 6d. (2) and 1/- CA ½d. (3, with a pair),
1d. (both), 2d. red, 2d. slate (2), 3d. and 4d., 1889 Id. and 2d., 1890 2½d., on
4d., postal fiscal 1d., 1d. blue postcard cut-out, mainly fine with good to superb
“A 59” cancellations also 1867 large dated piece with 2d. and showing
“NEWPORT-JAMAICA” c.d.s. (34)
OCHO RIOS: Great Britain 4d., wing-margined example, lightly cancelled “A 60”
and just tied to top half of March 29th 1859 entire showing “OCHO RIOS” c.d.s.
Foster 118d
OCHO RIOS Pine 1d. to 1/- (2) and CC ½d., 1d. (very rare), 2d., 3d., 6d. and 1/cancelled “A 60” (type H) and CC ½d., 1d. (2), 2d., 4d. and 6d. and CA ½d., 1d.
(both), 2d. (both) and 4d., also 1886 Id. blue postcard cancelled “A 60” (type M),
mainly fine to superb strikes. (26)
OLD HARBOUR: 1859 (June 6th) entire to Halse Hall, Four Paths bearing Great
Britain 1d., strip of four, each clearly cancelled “A 61”, vertical filing crease badly
affects one stamp. Unrecorded by Foster.
OLD HARBOUR Great Britain 4d., wing margined copy clearly cancelled “A 61”
but soiled, Pine 1d. (4) to 1/- and CC ½d., 1d. (2), 2d. (3, one in bluish) and 6d.,
fair to fine with good to superb “A 61” cancellations. (17)
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$70

Real
100

$150

110

$80

170

$50

55

$200

200

$600

1200

$70

90

$100

85

$150

270

$80

140

$60

80

$80

160

$70

130

$750

850

$70

70
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PEAR TREE GROVE: Pine 1d., 2d. 3d., 6d. (very rare) and 1/- (very rare), CC
½d., 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d., 4d. and 6d. (very rare), CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. grey
and 4d., 1889 1d. and 2d., 1900 1d. and Officials 1890 ½d. and 2d. and 1891
1d., nearly all with superb “A 63” cancels. (23)
PEDRO: CC ½d., 1d. and 1/-, CA ½d. (9, with four pairs), 1d. red, 2d. grey and
4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d. (3, with a pair) and Official 1890 1d. (two pairs) also
1891 cover with 1d. lightly to clearly cancelled “A 81”. (25)
PETERSFIELD: CC ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d., 2d. (3, with a pair), 4d. and 6d., CA
½d., 1d. blue (very rare), 1d. red pair, 2d. grey and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d.
(very rare), 1890 2½d. on 4d. (rubbed), Official 1890 ½d. and postal fiscal 1d.,
also 1891 id. on 1d. (faults) and ½d. postcards fine with clear to superb “642”
cancellations. (23)
PLANTAIN GARDEN RIVER: Great Britain 4d. fine and just tied to September
1859 entire to Kingston, nicely cancelled “A 62” and with horizontal filing crease
not affecting stamp. Foster 120d.
PLANTAIN GARDEN RIVER G 4d, another copy with clear but slightly smudged
“A 62” used on November 1859 entire to Kingston, c.d.s. of origin appears on
face
PLANTAIN GARDEN RIVER GB 1d., 4d. and 6d. (poor) all with faults; Pine 1d.
(3, with a pair), 2d. (2) to 1/-, CC ½d. 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. (2) to 1/-, CA ½d. (3,
with a pair), 1d. blue (3, with a pair), 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. (both) and 4d.,
1889-91 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. and 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d., Official 1890 1d.
and 1891 ½d. pair postal fiscal 1d. also 1891-92 covers (2) and Id. blue postcard
with ½d. (2) and 1d., poor to fine with good to superb “A 62” cancellations. (48)
PORT ANTONIO: Great Britain 1d. and 4d. clearly cancelled “A 64”: Pine 1d. (4,
with a pair), 2d., 3d. (2), 4d., 6d. and 1/-, CC ½d. (2), 1d. (3), 2d. (6, with a pair),
3d. (2), 4d. (2), 6d. (5) and 1/- (very rare), CA ½d. (3, with a pair), Id. (both). 2d.
red (3, with a pair), 2d. grey, 3d. and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d.
Official 1890 ½d. and postal fiscal 1d. to 3d. (2, rubbed) also 1875 cover to
U.S.A. with three 2d., mainly fine with light to clear “A 64” cancellations. some in
bluish. (55)
PORT ANTONIO Pine 1d. blue, bisected diagonally and used on January 1868
folded cover to Spanish Town, just tied by “A 64” numeral. The cover is endorsed
“omits” has”TOO LATE” handstamp and with some minor faults around the edge.
PORT ANTONIO CC 4d. and 6d. lightly cancelled “A 64” in blue and used on
1878 registered cover to Washington, Mo., slight crease not affecting stamps and
roughly opened at left but still an attractive cover
PORT MARIA: Great Britain 4d., Pine 1d., 2d., 3d., 6d. and 1/-, CC ½d. (2), 1d.,
2d. (3), 3d. (2). 4d., 6d. (2) and 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. blue, 1d. red (2), 2d. red, 2d.
grey (5, with a strip of four) and 4d. (3, with a pair), 1889 1d. (4, with a pair) and
2d., 1890 2½d. on 4d., Official 1890 ½d., 1d. and 2d. and postal fiscal 1d., also
1886 and 1890 covers with 1d. and 2d. (creased), mainly fine with poor to superb
“A 66” strikes. (43)
PORT MORANT: Great Britain 4d. used on October 1859 entire to Kingston clear
“ A 65” cancel with c.d.s. alongside, a little smudged, horizontal filing crease
does not affect stamp or cancel. Foster 123c.
PORT MORANT Pine 1d. to 1/-, CC ½d. to 6d., CA ½d., 1d. blue, 1d. red (3, with
a pair), 2d. (both), 3d. (very rare) and 4d. and 1889 1d. and 2d., mainly fine and
nearly all fine to superb “A 65” cancellations. (23)
PORT ROYAL: Great Britain 6d. on small piece, horizontal crease, Pine 1d. to 1/, CC ½d., 1d., 2d. (2) to 1/- (3, with a pair), CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both), 3d.
and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d. and postal fiscal 1d., also 1889
“H.M.S. URGENT” cover to Morpeth with 4d., fair to fine stamps with generally
fine to very fine “A 67” cancels. (30)
PORT ROYAL 1890 Soldiers letter to Bonchurch, Isle of Wight from a lance
corporal of the Royal Engineers bearing 1d. centrally cancelled “A 67” and with
Port Royal c.d.s. on reverse
PORUS: Great Britain 4d. used on top part of December 1859 entire, the stamp
lightly cancelled “A 68”, the entire showing the Porus c.d.s. with code “A” below
date. Foster 126e
PORUS GB 6d. on small piece, crease; Pine 1d. to 6d., CC ½d. (3, with a pair),
1d. (3), 2d. (2, one watermark inverted), 3d., 4d. (2), 6d. (2) and 1/-, CA ½d., 1d.
(both), 2d. (both), 3d. (very rare) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on
4d., Official 1890 ½d. and 2d. and postal fiscal id. with light to superb “A 68”
cancels. (34)
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PRIESTMAN'S RIVER: CC id., 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d., 4d. and 6d.; CA ½d., 1d.
(both), 2d. red pair, 2d. grey and 4d., 1889 1d. and 2d.(3, with a pair), 1890 2½d.
on 4d., Official 1890 2d. (very rare) and postal fiscal 1d. also 1884 cover to
Kingston with 1d. and m/s “PM River” on reverse, mostly fine with mainly superb
“G 16” strikes. (22)
RAMBLE: Great Britain 1d. pair on piece (corner fault on one stamp); Pine 1d. to
1/- (4d., with straight edge), CC ½d., 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d., 4d., 6d. and 1/-, CA
½d., 1d. red, 2d. red, 2d. grey (3, with a pair) and 4d., 1889 1d. (strip of three)
and 2d. and 1890 2½d. on 4d., also 1883 1d. blue postcard to Montego Bay and
1891 ½d. on 1d. blue postcard to Up Park Camp. lightly to clearly cancelled “A
69”. (30)
RICHMOND: Pine 1d. cancelled “A 79” type H, 4d. cancelled “A 9” and may have
light “4” in centre and CC ½d. “A 9” where the “7” has dropped out
RICHMOND Pine, 2d. cancelled “A 79” and CC 2d. “A 9”, the similar variety, the
last with tiny thin
RICHMOND CC 3d. with distinct “A 9” where the “7” has fallen out.
RICHMOND CC, 6d. with superb strike showing the same variety (“A 9” where
the “7” has fallen out), stamp a trifle soiled.
RICHMOND CC, 1/- showing the same variety (“A 9” where the “7” has fallen
out.), a fine strike.
RICHMOND Pine 1d. and 6d., CC ½d., 1d. (two on piece showing 1880 c.d.s.,
alongside), 2d., 3d. and 6d., CA ½d., 1d. red, 2d. red (very rare), 2d. grey and
41., 1890 2½d. on 4d. pair, 1889 1d. and 2½d., Officials 1890 ½d. and 2d., both
very rare and postal fiscal 1d., mainly fine with light to superb “A 79”
cancellations. (20)
RIO BUENO: Great Britain 6d. used on Christmas Day 1859 cover to Kilburn,
Middlesex, clearly cancelled “A 70” with c.d.s., alongside. Foster 128h.
RIO BUENO Pine 1d. to 1/-, CC ½d. (4, with a reinforced strip of three), 1d. (3,
with a pair) to 6d. (2) and 1/- (very rare), CA id. (3, with a pair), 1d. red, 2d. (both)
and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d. and Officials 1890 ½d. (15 mm.) and 1d. and 1891
½d., all three very rare also 1864 entire to Spanish Town with 4d. (faults) and
1892 cover to Kingston with 1d., mainly fine with mostly light to superb “A 70”
obliterations. (32)
RODNEY HALL & LINSTEAD: Great Britain 1d. severed pair sharing single fine
“A 71” cancellation, ironed-out crease. Foster 129 and not recorded as a pair off
entire.
RODNEY HALL & LINSTEAD: Great Britain 4d. lightly and centrally cancelled
“A71” on large dated piece showing Mar 1859 date stamps, light vertical crease
through stamp. Foster 129e
RODNEY HALL & LINSTEAD: Pine 1d. to 1/-, CC ½d. (4, with a pair), 1d. (4,
with a pair), 2d. (4, with a pair), 3d., 4d., 6d. (3, with a pair) and 1/-, CA ½d., 1d.
(both), 2d. red, 2d. grey (2, one inverted watermark), 3d. (very rare) and 4d.,
1889-91 1d. to 2½d., Officials 1890 ½d., 1d. and 2d. and postal fiscal 1d., also
two 1893 ½d. brown postcards to Kingston, mainly fine with fair to fine “A 71”
cancellations. (41)
ST. ANNS BAY: Great Britain 4d. pair and 6d. (straight-edge) used on May 1859
front, with two flaps, to Bremen, each stamp clearly cancelled “A 73”, a few perfs.
ragged. This is the unique item described as Foster 131i.
ST ANNS BAY GB, 1d. and 4d. (two straight edges), Pine 1d. (2), 2d., 3d. (2),
4d. (2), 6d. and 1/-, CC ½d., 1d. (5, with two pairs), 2d. (2), 3d. (2), 4d. (2), 6d.
(2) and 1/-, CA ½d. (4, with a strip of three), 1d. blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d.
red, 2d. grey (4, with a strip of three), 3d. and 4d., 1889 1d. and 2d. (4, with a
strip of three), Official 1890 1d. and postal fiscal 1d., also 1862-1864 fronts to
Lutterwath with 6d. and 1/- adhesives and 1884 1d. blue postcard, mainly fine
with clear “A 73” cancellations. (51)
ST DAVID: Pine 1d. (2) to 1/-, CC ½d., 1d., 2d. (2, one inverted watermark), 3d.,
4d. and 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. (both), 2d. (both) and 4d. and 1889 1d. and 2d., also
1889 large part cover to Ashbourne with 2d. pair, variety fine with fair to superb
“A 72” strikes. (24)
SALT GUT: Pine 1d., 4d. and 1/-, CC ½d., 1d. (4, with a pair) to 6d., CA ½d., 1d.
(both), 2d. (both) and 4d. and 1889 1d. (3, with a pair) and 2d., mainly fine with
mostly fine “A 74” cancels. (22)
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SAVANNAH-LA-MAR: Great Britain 1d. pair and 4d., lightly or clearly cancelled
“A 75” (type H); Pine 1d. (4, with a pair), 2d., 3d. (3, one with inverted
watermark), 4d., 6d. (2) and 1/- (5, with a pair), CC ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. (4,
with a pair), 2d. (5, with a strip of three), 4d., 6d. (2) and 1/- (2), CA ½d. (4, with a
strip of three), 1d. (both), 2d. red, 2d. grey (3, with a pair), 3d. and 4d., 1889 1d.
and 2d. and postal fiscal 1d., also 1886 1d. blue postcard, mainly fine strikes with
mostly good to superb “A 75” (type L) strikes. (55)
SAVANNAH LA MAR GB wing-margined 6d., m/s “April” written on margin, lightly
cancelled “A 75” and used in March 1859 to London, horizontal filing crease
does not affect stamp. Foster. 133o
SAVANNAH LA MAR Pine 1d. bisected diagonally and used on February 1868
envelope to Spanish Town, clearly tied by “A 75”, endorsed “OHMS Per Book
Post”, a triangle has been excised at left and at right.
SAVANNAH LA MAR, Pine 1d bisected on folded March 1867 License Form sent
to the Printing Office at Montego Bay endorsed “Per Book Post” and “Endeavour
to send them by return post”, slight worm damage including surface rub on
stamp.
SHOOTERS HILL: Pine 1d., CC ½d. pair, 1d., 2d. (3, with a pair), 3d., 4d., 6d.
and 1/-, CA ½d., 1d. blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. (both) and 4d., 1889-91 1d.
to 2½d. and postal fiscal 1d., nearly all fine stamp's with mainly fine to superb “F
96” strikes. (23)
SOUTHFIELD: CC ½d., 1d., 2d. (3, with a pair), 4d. and 6d., CA ½d. (3, with a
pair), 1d. (both), 2d. (both), 3d. and 4d., 1889-91 1d. to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d.
and Official 1891 ½d., also 1892 cover to Kingston with ½d. pair, mostly fine and
nearly all with fine to very fine “647” cancellations. (23)
SPANISH TOWN : Great Britain 4d. (wing-margin) and 6d. (slight crease and
stain), Pine 1d., 2d., 3d. (2), 4d., 6d. (2) and 1/- also 4d. used on 1862 entire
letter to Mandeville, CC ½d., 2d., 3d., 6d. (2) and 1/- also 6d. pair used on 1870
entire to Edinburgh and CA ½d. pair (very rare) with “A 76” (type H) cancels, CC
id. (3, with a pair), 1d., 2d. (4, one in blue, very rare), 3d. (strip of three), 4d., 6d.
and 1/-, CA ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. (both), 2d. (both) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. (3,
with a pair), 1890 2½d. on 4d., Official 1890 ½d. (3, one overprint double), 1d. (4)
and 2d. and 1891 ½d. and postal fiscal 1d. and 3d., also three fronts or covers
with 1d., 2d. and postal fiscal 3d., mostly good to fine with “A 76” (type O)
cancels. (63)
SPANISH TOWN Pine 1/- purple-brown with “$” variety fine and lightly tied by “A
76” (type H) to December 1864 entire to Liverpool.
STEWART TOWN: Great Britain 4d. centrally cancelled; Pine 1d. (2) to 1/-, CC
½d. (4, with a rejoined pair), 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d., 3d., 4d., 6d. (2) and 1/-, CA
½d., 1d. blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. red, 2d. slate (2, one inverted
watermark) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. (3) and 2d. (2), Official 1890 1d. and postal
fiscal 1d., also 1875 front to London with 1/-, one or two with faults, light to clear
“A 77” strikes. (38)
TRINITYVILLE: CC ½d., 1d., 2d. and 4d., CA ½d., 1d. red, 2d. (both) and 4d.
and 1889 1d. and 2d. (very rare) also 1884 cover to Kingston with two 1d. blues,
fine and with mainly clear “A 83” cancellations. (13)
VERE and ALLEY: Great Britain 4d. used on large piece showing Vere and
Kingston date stamps, the stamp clearly cancelled “A 78”. Foster 136e, very rare.
VERE & Alley Pine 1d., 2d., 3d. (2, one inverted watermark), 4d., 6d. (3, with a
pair) and 1/-(2), CC ½d., 1d., 2d. (3) to 1/-, CA ½d. (3, with a pair), 1d. blue, 1d.
red (5, with two pairs), 2d. (both) and 4d., 1889-91 1d. (4) to 2½d., 1890 2½d. on
4d., Official1890 ½d, and 1d. and postal fiscal 1d., also 1881 1d. blue postcard
and 1892 half of 1½d. reply card, good to fair with light to superb “A 78”
cancellations. (45)
VERE & ALLEY Pine 1/- brown, with $ variety lightly cancelled “A 78”, the cancel
clear of the variety.
WATSON'S HILL: Pine 1d. (straight edge), CC ½d. (5, with two pairs), Id. (3, with
a pair), 2d. (7, one inverted watermark and with a strip of three) to 1/-, CA ½d.,
1d. blue, 1d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. red (3, with a pair), 2d. grey (3, with a pair),
3d and 4d., 1889-91 1d. (3, with a pair), 2d. and 2½d., 1890 2½d. on 4d. (2, one
with broken “H” and “Y” variety), 1900-01 1d. (both), Q.V. ½d. cut-out, Official
1890 +d. and 1d. (very rare) and postal fiscal 1d., also 1895 cover with ½d. and
1d. (2), mainly fine with mostly clear to superb “F 95” cancels. (49)
UNALLOCATED: CC wing-margined 2d. with very fine full strike of “D” within
bars, some faint foxing on perforations, the RAREST OF ALL JAMAICAN
CANCELLATIONS.
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UNALLOCATED CC ½d., 1d., 2d. (2, one with wing-margin), 4d. and 6d. with
good to superb “E” within bars cancellation
The balance of the collection of obliterators with “A 01” (type B) on G.B. 6d. and
type E on Jamaica 5/-; “A 35” on CA 3d. and Official 1890 2d, (17 mm.), “A41”
(Stony Hill) on 1889 1d., “A 62” on 1889 1d. pair, “A 63” on Officials 1d. and 2d.,
“A 64” on CC 2d. (in blue) and CA 3d., “A 73” on CA 3d., “E 58” on 1890 2½d. on
4d., “F 95” on 1900 and 1901 1d. and “193” on CA 3d. as well as others scarce,
poor to fine strikes. (553)
1862-1928, a selection of loose stamps and covers (9, 1892-1912) nearly all with
single-ring date stamps and including “SAVANNA-LA-MAR AU 7 '62” c.d.s. on
1/-mainly fine and from over forty post offices. (140)
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